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By Daniela Previtali, Wibu-Systems 

There are many aspects to security in automated manufacturing processes and even 
more so in today’s connected factory environment. It is no longer simply a matter of 
securing the perimeter with access control systems and defining and provisioning 

rights for different network users’ groups. As systems become interconnected, security 
involves new factors that include the protection of code integrity from tampering, 

the protection of software from piracy and reverse engineering, and the protection of 
product and customers’ data from depredation. 

SECURITY TRENDS 
in the Semiconductor 

INDUSTRY

SECURITY TRENDS IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY 

 No industry sector is 
immune to the inception of 
Industry 4.0: life science, 
automotive, automation, and 
even the utilities are about to 
experience the opportunities 
and challenges of remotely 
operated, controlled and 
maintained technology. As 
the future unfolds, many 
companies are optimizing 
their processes, and strength-
ening their positioning in the 
market through the vigilant protection of their intellectual prop-
erty and the diversification of their business models. 

KINESYS Software is a good example of how manufacturing 
performance should grow hand in hand with the implementa-
tion of security measures in order to ensure long-term business 
stability and profitability. Founded in 1992 in the Netherlands, 
KINESYS is a global leader focused on the automation of semi-
conductor manufacturing “back-end” processes. Their flagship 
Assembly Line Production Supervisor (ALPS) has grown to be the 
market leading solution for enterprise-wide substrate mapping 
and device tracking during semiconductor manufacturing. ALPS 
features mapping for all types of substrates (wafers, strips, trays, 
etc.), as well as tracking of devices through the multiple processes 
used in semiconductor assembly and encapsulation. Both Inte-
grated Device Manufacturers (IDM) and Original Equipment 
Manufacturers (OEM) in more than 1,400 installations around 
the world use KINESYS’ software for advanced wafer and device 
traceability and process management. 

As semiconductor manufacturing rapidly evolved in Silicon 
Valley in the early 1990’s, KINESYS Founder and CEO, Dave 
Huntley, focused his efforts on back-end processing and testing 
of individual chips on the wafer. In the past, this was performed 
unit-by-unit, applying ink on wafers to optically detect defective 
copies. However, optical recognition was slow and costly, and with 

the ever-increasing density 
of the circuits, ink pollution 
became unacceptable. His 
solution was to use a BIN 
code for each element on a 
wafer and store wafer map 
files on a hard disk. Thus, he 
could capture information 
about the product and the 
production process and store 
it in a database. 

Another challenge he faced 
was that testing and assembly 

could take place in separate factory locations around the world 
with various types of machines using proprietary data formats. He 
addressed this issue by adapting the software to a common format 
to send messages between test and assembly and then to production 
machines. This readable data process is much faster than optical 
recognition and is environmentally friendly. The semiconductor 
industry organization SEMI helped by creating industry standards, 
allowing Huntley to build on his pioneering work to standardize for 
all types of substrates (wafers, strips and trays). 

Over the years, KINESYS continued to adapt its software and 
licensing models to the ever-evolving semiconductor manufacturing 
industry as companies introduced new automation processes and 
techniques to improve quality and throughput while reducing 
waste. Multiple chips were often packaged into a variety of devices 
used increasingly in markets sectors where a chip defect could cost 
lives, such as medical, aerospace, and automotive systems. Devices 
became lighter, smaller, and thinner, making semiconductor 
assembly in large volumes a highly sophisticated industry. Today, 
the testing and tracing of individual chips is a critical process. 

“A multi-chip device is only as good as its weakest link, so it 
is crucial to track each chip placement to avoid placing expensive 
chips alongside failed chips. Without a high-quality, fully auto-
mated process, end product wastage and risk can be incalculable,” 
Huntley said. 
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Trust, Performance and Convenience
Infineon serves the key success factors of Mobile Security

Learn more about Infineon’s certified Secure Elements for reliable Mobile Security solutions at  
www.infineon.com/NFC

As the industry became more sophisticated, so did KINESYS’ 
mapping and database technology. Huntley knew that he needed 
a mechanism to secure the invaluable manufacturing data he was 
capturing and storing, and protect it against tampering or cyberat-
tacks. At the same time, he also needed a new level of licensing 
flexibility to adapt to the rapidly changing industry needs. 

KINESYS partnered with security technology leader Wibu-
Systems and qualified its CodeMeter® platform as the best  
of breed for data protection, licensing, and security against 
piracy, reverse engineering, tampering, and cyberattacks. With 
CodeMeter, KINESYS is able to protect its revenue stream while 
leaving the door open to more sophisticated licensing models, in 
line with the constant evolution of chip designs and manufac-
turing techniques. 

A CodeMeter USB Stick (CmStick) is delivered with each 
installation. The CmStick has an embedded smart card chip where 
the KINESYS software encryption key and license information 
is securely stored. The dongle form factor (USB Stick) offers the 
strongest security against any hacking attempt, and is non-inva-
sive, as it just needs to be present for the system to run without 
additional intervention from the user. 

In addition to providing a foolproof integrated licensing solu-
tion, CodeMeter blocks unauthorized use of KINESYS software. 
Software security is a requisite, but it should not be an inconven-
ience in everyday use in a manufacturing production control envi-
ronment. The balance between functionality and quality is always 
a delicate one. 

Moreover, thanks to the collaboration with Wibu-Systems, 
KINESYS has the opportunity to future-proof their product in line 
with more flexible licensing models linked to SEMI standards and 
manufacturers evolving production needs. 

CodeMeter also provides KINESYS with an accurate accounting 
of the use of its software, thus helping them to fully monetize their 
product. In their current license model, customers pay a license fee 
for each individual piece of production equipment to which the soft-
ware connects. However, they fully expect other licensing schemes 
to come into play, such as licensing based on data volume or for 
subscription license models, as customer’s progress to a higher level 
of product cost accountability. 

It is now common for the cost of the software and the equip-
ment to be attributable to the total capital expenditures of a micro-
chip factory. The equipment-connect license fits well with this cost 
accounting model but KINESYS expects the flexibility to deploy 
other license models will allow them to evolve in line with the 
customer’s appreciation of more cost-accountable manufacturing 
techniques. 

Software security is a requisite, but it should not be an  

inconvenience in everyday use in a manufacturing  

production control environment. The balance between  

functionality and quality is always a delicate one.
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 ■ Industry 4.0
 ■ Internet of Things 
 ■ Embedded Systems

CodeMeter: Security against 
product piracy and tampering  

www.wibu.com | sales@wibu.com | +49 721 931720

CodeMeter® encrypts and signs software. It inhibits 
software piracy for desktop, server and cloud 
applications and prevents reverse engineering, 
counterfeiting and tampering of embedded software 
in machines and devices. The applications range from 
CAD and ERP, to ATMs, medical devices, industrial 
automation, PLCs, as well as energy, logistics, and 
facility management. In addition, CodeMeter 
enables new business models by facilitating software 
configuration of features in production and after sales.

CodeMeter includes protection tools, as well as cloud 
and intranet based systems for key, certificate and 
license creation and deployment. At the heart of the 
technology are secure elements, with built-in smart 
card chips. They are available for many interfaces, 
such as USB, μSD, SD and CFast, support extended 
industrial requirements, including highly reliable 
flash mass storage, retrofit in existing systems in the 
brownfield and seamlessly upgrade them. They act 
like repositories for licenses, keys, certificates, and 
offer encryption and authentication  using AES, ECC 
and RSA algorithms.

Development tools
Ax/Ex/IxProtector

CodeMeter API

Business processes:
CodeMeter License Central

CmDongles 
(USB, SD, CF, 

CFast, µSD, …)

Activation / Softlicense
CodeMeter SmartBind®

License models:
Single, Demo,
Network, ….
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Wibu-Systems is the global specialist in protection, licensing and security

CodeMeter Security – Watch the full Video – www.wibu.com/cms

Administration, generated a lot of interest with her use case of using 
the mobile through an app as a digital credential for a border control 
process in the US. The app is a pointer system to a central database 
and the traveler can be identified without a passport. 

As a nice transition to country presentations in the second 
session, Dr. Detlef Hühnlein, Head of the German publicly funded 
SkIDentity project, pointed out that most European countries have 
some form of national ID, yet only two Member States make use 
of the existing infrastructure to implement a Mobile ID solution. 
Hühnlein put forward the idea of a generic eID Mobilizer and intro-
duced to the delegates the concept of the award-winning SkIDen-
tity concept, which enables eID and Strong Authentication in the 
(trusted) cloud and proposes a Mobile eID as a Service approach.

Germany, Austria and Estonia exchange ideas 
on Mobile ID

The International Mobile ID implementation session, moderated 
by Gemalto’s Eric Billiardt, focused on three countries: Germany, 
Austria and Estonia. Germany, represented by the Ministry of the 
Interior’s Achim Hildebrandt, was quite frank – and humorous – 
about the convenient amnesia of the private sector on the debate 
about developing useful applications for the German National ID 
card. Back in the early 2000s, he told the audience, the big round-
table, made up of industry representatives across the board, was 
full of promises of the wonderful use cases for a secure eID token, 
such as a contactless ID card. Now that the card is rolled out to 
over 40 Mio citizens, with an optional eID functionality, all paid 
for by the state, nobody remembers that enthusiasm, stated Hilde-
brandt in his presentation. 

Neighboring country Austria sent Herbert Leitold of the A-SIT 
Secure Information Technology Center, to take the delegates 
through the Austrian system, which has successfully rolled-out eID 
cards (named eCard) as well as Mobile eID with the Secure Element 
“in the Cloud”. Interestingly, according to Leitold, Austrian citizens 
clearly prefer the mobile option with activation being 15 times 
higher than, for example, activation of the health smart card. For 
Austria, the next steps forward are how to make best use of the new 
smartphone generations in terms of device binding and support. 
Estonia, of course, is the poster boy for innovative eID usage in 
Europe. Of 1.3 Mio Estonians, there are more than 550000 active 
ID-card users and more than 48000 mobile-ID users. 

The Estonian mobile ID solution, Tarvi Martens of the SK 
Trust Centre explained, needs no special software combined with 
a special SIM-Card and works on any handset. The fact that more 
than 300 services use the Mobile-ID offer explains the high usage. 
So, is there still room for innovation? Yes, according to Martens, 
the next step for Estonia is to introduce a Digi-ID with NFC. The 
Digi-ID card would work as an ID-card but also with an NFC-
enabled phone and would also be available to e-Residency holders. 

The 2015 Mobile ID Forum concluded with informal “uncon-
ference” sessions, where delegates grouped together to work on 
specific questions around the topic of Mobile ID. In the breaks 
and during the Networking Lunch, all speakers and attendants 
engaged in lively discussions. No doubt, the market will move 
fast in the next 12 months when, once again, the Silicon Trust will 
invite its network to meet and discuss. 


